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Children's Creativity is Unlimited with Creative Book 1.1 for iPad
Published on 05/20/14
Independent developer Ievgen Sokolov announces Creative Book 1.1, an update to his
children's app for iPad devices. Useful for developing creative and artistic skills,
Creative Book allows kids to create their own coloring books by offering more than 500
stencils that can be imported to the page and then colored. Children can also draw
pictures freehand with a choice of 74 colors. Art can be saved, shared, and even converted
to a greeting card format that can include text and a frame.
Dneprodzerjinsk, Ukraine - Independent developer Ievgen Sokolov is pleased to announce the
release and immediate availability of Creative Book 1.1, an update to his children's
coloring app. Designed specifically for iPad devices, Creative Book allows kids to create
their own coloring books with an extensive catalog of stencils or their own freehand drawn
art.
Useful for developing creative and artistic skills, users can import more than 500
stencils in 10 different categories to create scenes, stories, and even greeting cards.
These stencils can then be colored with a choice of 74 different colors. Stencils can also
be moved, rotated, scaled, and flipped.
Feature Highlights:
* Colorful and engaging User Interface
* 10 different categories of stencils
* More than 500 stencils to choose from
* 74 different colors
* Ability to move, rotate, scale, and flip
* Save finished picture to Photo Album
* Share pictures via Email and social media
* Ability to add text and convert picture to greeting card
* Zoom, pan, and pinch picture to resize
* Ability to reset zoom and position
* Ability to change size and opacity of brush
* Fosters creativity in kids
* Choice of app's background themes
Creative Book also works as a drawing pad and offers the option to produce pictures drawn
in a freehand style. To paint, kids choose their color and draw with one finger on page.
Mistakes can be removed immediately with the Undo button. Creative Book also allows users
to change the size and opacity of the brush.
Once complete, Creative Book offers users the option to save their art to the Album. In
the free Lite version, users can save up to four pictures in their Creative Book album. In
the PRO version, users can save an unlimited number of pictures. From the Creative Book
Album, pictures may be shared via Email, Facebook, and Twitter or saved to their device's
photo album. In the Creative Book album, text and a choice of fancy frames can be added to
the picture to convert the art into a greeting card that can be sent.
"The creative possibilities are endless with Creative Book 1.1!" says independent
developer Ievgen Sokolov. "It's a fun and easy-to-use tool for kids to create coloring
books and develop their artistic skills. In our newest version of Creative Book, several
more stencils and colors have been added. Creative Book is a colorful and engaging app
that children will love!"
Language Support:
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* English and Russian
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 6.0 or later
* 16.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Creative Book 1.1 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Education category. A Pro version is available as an in-app purchase for $1.99 (USD).
Creative Book 1.1:
http://www.andatr-app.com/w
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/creative-book/id869955888
Screenshot 1:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple2/v4/6e/49/8e/6e498ebd-0644-1e90-fcd2-b249e9b28d29/sc
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App icon:
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Based in Dneprodzerjinsk, Ukraine, Ievgen Sokolov is an independent developer who creates
applications for iOS devices. Copyright (C) 2014 Ievgen Sokolov. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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